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Abstract: Due to the increasing importance of complex systems, the problems of modelling and
simulation (M&S) of these systems, their approaches and solutions have been studied extensively
these last years. In this paper, we present a novel approach to modelling and simulation of
discrete event dynamic systems (DEDS), based on the combination of discrete event systems
specification (DEVS) and agent group role (AGR). In this study, the DEVS atomic models are
transformed into agents and the DEVS coupled models into groups of agents. Thus, we provide
a set of procedures and functions that allow the systematic transformation from DEVS into
AGR models in order to be implemented in multi–agent platforms.The proposed approach was
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1 Introduction

The modelling and simulation (M&S) approach of a
problem, can be defined as an activity that makes it possible
to study a system using objects called models (Vangheluwe,
2008). As it is not based directly on the system, but on
a simplification of it (a model), some precautions must be
taken to ensure the relevance of the answers obtained by
the model. This is the purpose of validation and verification
activities.

When the M&S approach is applied to the study of
complex systems, the used models become more complex,
which will lead to a set of specific problems the model of
a complex system will indeed correspond to a multi-model
describing the target system as a system of systems: a set

of heterogeneous systems in interaction. At each stage of
the M&S approach, we are concerned with heterogeneity
in the representations of the system, the formalism used,
and the software implementing the multi-model. The M&S
of complex systems requires the implementation of a set
of specific solutions to integrate this heterogeneity into a
coherent whole (Camus et al., 2015)

At this stage, we can consider, for certain systems,
hybrid approaches in which the methods of the
modelling/simulation would be combined. Our work is
conducted within this context since we have opted for
a hybrid method that combines discrete event systems
specification (DEVS) formalism (Zeigler et al., 2018) and
agent group role (AGR) model (Gutknecht and Ferber,
2000).
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The DEVS formalism is a concept introduced by Zeigler
et al. (2000). This formalism allows defining a model
mathematically. In other words, DEVS determines the
structures and the behaviours (i.e., the dynamic evolution)
of the entities constituting the system, and then uses
atomic and coupled models. Both the model’s structure and
behaviour are encapsulated by the DEVS representation,
and the mathematical representations, generated from
DEVS models can be formally verified and validated.

For their part, multi-agent systems (MAS), provide a
strong theoretical and practical tool in the simulation field.
A MAS includes tools for managing the agents (creation,
destruction, interactions between agents) and makes the
implementation of the system easily realised. The idea
developed here is focused basically on the transformation
of a model checked and validated in DEVS towards an
agent one, to be implemented in multi-agent platforms
based on AGR model. Indeed, a series of procedures
allowing DEVS-AGR models transition will be provided
and integrated into the multi-agent development kit (i.e.,
MADKIT) platform. The latter, which has been developed
by the team of Gutknecht and Ferber (2000), is based
on the agent, group and role (i.e., AGR) concepts. Those
algorithms are detailed in section 4. Moreover, we present
the controlling of a water supply of gas liquefaction process
as a case study of this approach.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 covers
the key concepts related to our contribution namely: the
DEVS formalism and MASs. Section 3 presents the existing
approaches and tools for M&S. Both proposed approach
and transformation algorithms are adduced in Section 4. In
Section 5, we depict the implementation of the approach.
Section 6 concludes our work and highlights some of its
key perspectives.

2 Overview

Simulation modelling provides safe and efficient solutions,
understanding complex actions that may be impossible to
study in real situations. In this section, we will present
some key concepts related to our work, namely, the DEVS
formalism and MASs.

2.1 DEVS formalism

The DEVS formalism (Zeigler et al., 2016; Van Tendeloo
and Vangheluwe, 2018; Vangheluwe, 2001) is an approach
of modelling based on the overall theory of the systems.
More precisely, it is a modular and a hierarchical formalism
for modelling based on the concept of state. This approach
was adopted and developed by an international community
of researchers (Sarjoughian and Zeigler, 1999; Kofman
et al., 2000; Hild, 2000; Anglani et al., 2000; Filippi et al.,
2002; Hamri et al., 2006; Mostefaoui and Dahmani, 2019;
Wainer, 2016). This work is based on software architecture
development, allowing to facilitate, on one hand, the steps
of modelling, simulation and validation. On the other hand,

the same environment for modelling in order to analyse
systems resulting from different fields and to generate
automatically the algorithms of simulation. DEVS can be
considered as an environment of multi modelling, which
allows gathering, in coherent way, other formalisms of
modelling based themselves on the global theory of the
systems. It is, in fact, a formalism adapted to significant
number of applications (Barros, 1995; Uhrmacher, 2001;
Ntaimo and Zeigler, 2004; Troccoli and Wainer, 2003;
Seddari et al., 2014; Wainer, 2015; Bazoun et al., 2016;
Mokaddem et al., 2018; Dahmani et al., 2020).

2.1.1 DEVS atomic models

A DEVS atomic model is described by the following
equation:

AtomicDEV S :< X;Y ;S; δint; δext; ta;λ > (1)

where

• X = {(p, v)|p ∈ InPorts, v ∈ R} is the set of input
port and value.

• Y = {(p, v)|p ∈ OutPorts, v ∈ R} is the set of
output port and value.

• S: Is a set of states.

• δint : S → S: The internal transition function which
makes evolving the system from a state to another
one in an autonomous way. It depends on the time
elapsed in the current state.

• δext : Q×X → S: The external transition function
which occurs when the model receives an external
event. It returns the new state of the system based on
the current state.

• Q = {(s, e)|s ∈ S, 0 ≤ e ≤ ta(s)} is the total state
set, e is the time elapsed since last transition.

• λ : S → Y : Is the output function of the model. It is
activated when the elapsed time in a given state is
equal to its life.

• ta(s) shows the life of a state ‘s’ of the system. It is
the time during which the model will remain in this
state if no external event occurs. We find in Figure 1
a symmetric structure of DEVS atomic model.

2.1.2 DEVS coupled models

In equation (2), we describe a DEVS coupled model:

CoupledDevs :

< X;Y ;D; {Md/d ∈ D};EIC;EOC; IC > (2)

where

• X: Is the set of inputs events.

• Y : Is the set of outputs events.
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• D: Is the set of names of sub-components.

• {Md/d ∈ D}: Is a set of atomic DEVS models or
coupled DEVS models.

• EIC: Is a set of external input couplings. They
connect the model inputs coupled to those of its own
components.

• EOC: Is a set of external output couplings. They
connect the outputs of the components to those of
coupled.

• IC: Is a set of internal coupling. It connects the
outputs of components with entries from other
components in the same coupled model. However, no
direct feedback loops are allowed, that means that an
output port of a component (model) cannot be
connected to an input port of the same component.

Figure 1 Atomic DEVS

Source: Seddari et al. (2014)

2.2 Multi-agent systems

2.2.1 Presentation

The multi-agent approach is at the intersection of various
domains, such as artificial intelligence (AI), software
engineering and distributed computing, and systems. It is a
field of study that focuses on collective behaviours that are
produced by the interactions between a set of autonomous
and flexible entities called agents. Thus, a MAS can be seen
as a distributed system composed of a set of agents (Seddari
et al., 2017). The representation and the formalisation of
an agent can be done in several ways. Ferber and Weiss
(1999), Ferber et al. (2003) and Michel et al. (2018) define
MAS system as a system composed of two subsystems. It
represents a mono agent system by the couple < A,W >,
where A is an agent and W is a world as described in
equation (3), (4), and Figure 2.

A = (Pa, P ercepta, Fa, Infla, Sa) (3)

where

• Pa: The function of perception of the agent. It is the
function that allows an agent, being in a state, to
discern the set of data that can influence his
behaviour.

• Percepta: The set of stimuli and sensations that an
agent can receive.

• Fa: The agent’s behaviour function that determines its
perceptions and its previous state.

• Infla: The function of action of the agent, that tends
to modify the evolution of the world by producing
influences from an internal state to the agent.

• Sa: The set of the agent’s internal states.

W = (E,Γ,Σ, R) (4)

where

• E: The space in which the agent evolves.

• Γ: The influence space an agent produces.

• Σ: The state of the world.

• R: The law of the world evolution.

Figure 2 Influence reaction model (see online version
for colours)

3 Related works

There are several approaches in the M&S field that offer
interesting solutions to the challenges of handling complex
systems.

3.1 DEVS

DEVS formalism has given rise to numerous
implementations ranging from simple simulation libraries,
to real virtual laboratories to specify a formal multi-model
and its simulation (Zeigler et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2009;
Quesnel et al., 2009; Zeigler et al., 2013). These last
approaches are important for the multi-M&S approach,
since they allow to automate the connection between the
formal model and the numerical model, and thus to ensure
the verification of the model.
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In addition, in DEVS/high-level architecture (HLA)
(Zeigler et al., 1998), the DEVS wrapping technique
was used in conjunction with HLA-based simulation
middleware. This approach makes it possible to reuse
heterogeneous models already implemented and validated
by managing the integration of their formal models and
the interoperability of their simulation tools (Zeigler et al.,
1999).

The advantages of DEVS are numerous for
multi-modelling: it allows to define formal, executable
and numerical multi-models, by integrating heterogeneous
formalisms and executable models. In addition, the
approach can be combined with simulation middleware to
reuse models already implemented. However, DEVS has a
major drawback when it comes to multi-modelling: it does
not provide an explicit solution to bridge the gap between
heterogeneous conceptual models (Seck and Honig, 2012).

3.2 Virtual laboratory environment

Virtual laboratory environment (VLE) (Quesnel et al., 2009)
is a multi-M&S platform based on DEVS formalism. This
platform grants powerful simulation supporting the use of
different formalism for models specification. VLE is based
on the principle of component-oriented programming, and
more precisely application components. Each application
component is intended to a specific treatment. This
technique makes permits the transformation of a gross
monolithic application into a multitude of easily small
assembled bricks (Versmisse, 2008). VLE is above all a
DEVS engine written in C++ but that is not all, it also
allows to take charge of the different stages of the M&S
life-cycle. This platform is oriented towards the integration
of heterogeneous formalism in one coherent simulation
model. It is well adapted for complex models where the
coupling of different formalism is required.

3.3 MIMOSA

MIMOSA (Müller, 2007) is a meta platform for M&S
of complex systems based on the notions of component
(elements), compound (sets of elements), and relationships
(between components or compounds) for the structural part,
state and events for the dynamic part. In particular, the
user can describe the AGR model by introducing on the
one hand, populations (compound) of agents (components)
sending messages (events) and on the other hand, groups
(composed) as sets of roles (components). Population
groups relationships specify which agents play which roles
in which groups. A discrete event scheduler implements the
operational semantics of the entity descriptions and their
dynamics described using MIMOSA. It is therefore a fusion
of knowledge representation models and dynamic models.

MIMOSA presents an obvious interest for the
multi-M&S approach, in the sense that it grants, thanks
to ontologies, to integrate heterogeneous representations
of the same complex system. Moreover, since it relies
on the DEVS formalism, MIMOSA accepts integrating

heterogeneous formalism. Finally, MIMOSA systematises
the transition from one stage of the approach to another
one, and thus limits the errors that may occur. However,
MIMOSA is incompatible with model reuse because
its methodology presupposes that thematists unify their
representations before their models are formalised and
implemented. The approach therefore does not support
the management of the interoperability of simulation tools
(Müller, 2007).

3.4 SEdit-MADKIT

MADKIT (Gutknecht and Ferber, 2000) is a MAS platform
written in Java which offers highly successful tools
for the management of the agents (creation, scheduling,
interactions with messages passing, etc). MADKIT provides
a fully agent-oriented environment based on AGR concepts.
Each agent may have different roles within different groups.
The agents are launched by the MADKIT core, which offers
group management and communication services between
these groups. Therefor, it is possible to exchange messages
directly between agents or to a whole group of agents.

MADKIT contains the multi-formalism graphic editor
structure editor (SEdit). This editor can be represented
as graphs (unified modelling language-UML, petri nets,
interaction diagrams, ...). Formalism are defined externally,
in the form of an extensible markup language (XML)
description associated with additional classes if one wants
to control finely its appearance or its behaviour (for
example to allow the simulation of a Petri net). However,
this editor does not authorise the modelling of complex
systems because its toolbox does not have notions to
describe the interactions between models.

3.5 Agents and artefacts for multi-modelling

Agents and artefacts for multi-modelling (Siebert, 2011)
aims to build and simulate the heterogeneous multi-model
of a complex system from a set of pre-existing models
already implemented in simulation software. AA4MM is
based on the multi-agent paradigm agents and artefacts
(Ricci et al., 2007) to represent a multi-model. Its formalism
is based on DEVS, which it uses as an execution model.
The particularity of the AA4MM meta-model is the
totally decentralised approach to a multi-model, based on
DEVS algorithms promoting experimentation as part of
the multi-M&S approach (Siebert et al., 2010). However,
AA4MM also has several limitations for multi-modelling.
First of all, the approach is limited by its field of
application: the study of ad-hoc mobile networks. The
second limit lies in its capacity to integrate heterogeneous
formalism, and in particular cannot integrate event-based
formalism. Then, the transition, from a formal multi-model
to a numerical multi-model, is not systematic in AA4MM:
once the multi-model has been formalised, it must be
implemented manually. This phase could include errors
raising from model verification as part of an M&S approach
(Müller, 2007).
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3.6 Summary and contributions

Most of the existing approaches have been axed on
natural processes (biological or physical), ecosystems,
agro-ecosystems, artificial processes and seldom on
industrial processes. Moreover, they provided either a
formal to formal models, or MAS to formal models’
transformations. In this work, we propose a new combined
DEVS-agent-based transformation approach in order to
model discrete event dynamic systems (DEDS). This
system is a dynamic, asynchronous, in which its states
are initiated by its events that cause changes at discrete
time points, and are characterised by a complex and
hierarchical structure (Ben-Naoum et al., 1995). The main
steps of our methodology will be adapted to the industrial
control system case. Therefore, our contributions can be
summarised in the following points:

• The use of the DEVS formalism for defining the
atomic and coupled models based on the abstractions
levels of the DEDS components, which is adequate to
represent this type of systems (Zeigler et al., 2000).

• Choosing the AGR model for transformation in order
to benefit from its advantages, namely: genericity, not
being dependent on a field of application,
accessibility and opening for DEVS formalism.

• create an algorithmic tool that insures, on the one
hand, the passage of DEVS to AGR models. On the
other hand, these tools guarantee the interactions
between these models, and also guarantee the
coordination between the various constituents of the
system.

4 The proposed approach

4.1 Formalisation of the AGR model

AGR is an underlying conceptual model of AALAADIN
method that focuses on the design and formalisation of
MASs in an organisational perspective. AGR is based on
three primitive concepts of agents, groups and roles and
uses a high level of metaphors for the definition of MASs.
However, these metaphors need to be matched within the
structures of the DEVS specification in order to define a
complete specification.

4.1.1 Formalisation of the agent

An agent is considered as a communicating entity that plays
one or several roles within one or several groups. These
may overlap and form dynamically. Each agent can belong
to several groups. The model places no constraints on the
internal architecture of the agents. In an AGR model, agents
are not isolated but communicate and interact with other
agents through message manipulation. These messages are
translated in the DEVS formalism in the form of events,
which can contain the information from the message. This

specification proposes to use the structure of atomic models
for the representation of the agent entity. We formalise this
entity in the form:

A = (ADEV S|ADEV S

= (X;Y ;S; δint; δext; ta;λ)) (5)

where

• X: Is the set of stimuli (Percepta) that an agent A
can perceive through his mailbox.

• Y : Is the set of ports for output messages to the
effectors of an agent A (effectora) for sending
messages to other agents through the event sending
box.

Perception is specified by the arrival of external events
on the ports of atomic DEVS model. It is defined by the
events arriving on all external inputs X . The definition of
this set specifies the type of messages exchanged by the
agents and implies a change of state in the atomic model.
Either an agent A formalised by an atomic model ADEVS,
the perception Pa of A is defined as all external transition
functions such as:

Pa = {δext|δext(Q, (p, v))} (6)

The evaluation of an external transition function implies the
change of state of the agent. The internal state of the agent
can be formalised as:

Sa = {S|S(phase, σ)} (7)

In our specification, the state of the model is characterised
by the variable σ, and the phase in which it is located. The
phase is decomposed into two parties, the first phase, active,
where he receipts a message from the agent. The second
phase, passive, takes place upon wait for this message.

Actions are represented as generated events by an agent,
i.e., the emission of an external event from the output
function output of atomic models. By considering A an
agent formalised by an ADEVS, the Infl action of A is
defined as follows as well as all output functions such as:

Infla = {λ|λ(S) = (p, v)} (8)

Behaviour, the internal transition function of the agent’s
atomic model allows to modify the state of models and thus
participates in the definition of the agent’s behaviour by
determining its state. Let F be the behaviour of an agent
A, we can formalise Fa as the set of internal transition
functions such as:

Fa = {δint|δint(S)} (9)

The role in AGR model, is an abstract representation of the
function, service or identifier of an agent within a group.
an agent can play one or several roles. Each role is local to
a group. Agents can only establish communication between
them through the roles they play. Therefore, control over
communications is carried out by the group. The role
manipulates the agent’s behaviour by adding or subtracting
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goals, beliefs, desires or intentions. In our formalisation, a
role is associated with an agent’s behaviour. However, a
change in role is not necessarily attached to a change in the
structure of the agent’s atomic model. It may simply affect
the states of the atomic models. Thus, formalisation to
simplify this part remains to be developed since it depends
on the systems to be modelled.

4.1.2 Formalisation of the group

In an AGR model, hroup is defined as atomic sets of
agent sharing some common characteristic. A group is
used for partitioning organisations. An agent may belong to
one or several groups. These groups are translated in the
DEVS formalism in the form of a coupled CDEVS model.
This specification proposes to use the structure of coupled
models for the representation of groups. We formalise group
in the form:

G = (CDEV S|CDEV S

= < X;Y ;D;M ;EIC;EOC; IC >) (10)

where

• Xself : Is the set of ports for messages arriving
respectively from the other models of groups.

• Y self : Is the set of ports for sending messages to the
other models of agents.

• EIC, EOC, IC define the set of interconnections
between agents and groups of agents:

where

EIC = {(Xi,Xj)|Xi ⊂ CDEV Si,

Xj ⊂ Mj, (i, j) ∈ N} (11)

with

a Mj ∈ CDEV S, if the communication is
between two groups.

b Mj ∈ ADEV S, if the communication is
between a group and an agent.

EIC = {(Y i, Y j)|Y i ⊂ Mi,

Y j ⊂ CDEV S, (i, j) ∈ N} (12)

with

a Mi ∈ ADEV S, if the interconnection is
between an agent and a group.

b Mi ∈ CDEV S, if the interconnection is
between two groups.

IC = {((Xi, Y j), (Y i,Xj))|(Xi, Y i) ⊂ Mi,

(Xj, Y j) ⊂ Mj, (i, j) ∈ N} (13)

with

a Mi ∈ ADEV SMj ∈ ADEV S, if the
communication is between two agents.

b Mi ∈ ADEV SMj ∈ CDEV S, if the
communication is between an agent and a group.

c Mi ∈ cDEV SMj ∈ CDEV S, if the
communication is between two groups.

Once the formalisation phase is realised, we proceed
to introduce the transformation process. The following
algorithms describe the proposed transformation of the
DEVS coupled model (CDEVS) to AGR model (Seddari
et al., 2019; Seddari, 2015).

4.2 Transformation algorithms

Algorithm 1 allows the passage of DEVS formalism to
AGR model. The defined function CDEVS G (CDEVS)
creates the groups Gi (see Algorithm 2, line 2). Then, the
procedures CDEVS EIC, CDEVS IC and CDEVS EOC
define the different interconnections between the agents
AGA (corresponding to the atomic ADEVS model
created by ADEVS AGA (ADEVS) function), AGC R
(representing the coupled model CDEVS input ports), and
AGC E (representing the coupled model CDEVS output
ports) on the one hand, and the groups Gi according to
coupling type CDEVS (see Algorithm 1, lines 3, 4 and 5),
on the other hand.

Algorithm 1 Transformation CDEVS AGR

Input: CDEVS
Output: AGR

1: for all CDEV Si do
2: Call CDEVS G (CDEV Si) // Agents and groups creation
3: Call CDEVS EIC (CDEV Si) // Definition of

interconnections for the CDEV Si.EIC
4: Call CDEVS IC (CDEV Si) // Definition of

interconnections corresponding to CDEV Si.IC
5: Call CDEVS EOC (CDEV Si) // Definition of

interconnections corresponding to CDEV Si.EOC
6: end for

The CDEVS G (CDEV Si) function: The group Gi which
includes several agents is created by this function, for each
coupled model CDEV Si (see Algorithm 2, line 2). So, it
adds both receiver coordinator agent (AGCi R), and the
transmitter coordinator agent (AGCi E) (see Algorithm 2,
line 8).
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Algorithm 2 CDEVS G transformation function
1: function CDEVS G (CDEVS: CoupledDEVS)
2: Create a group Gi // corresponding to CDEV Si

3: for all ADEV Sj do
4: call ADEVS AGA (ADEV Sj) // Creation of agents

AGAj

5: add AGAj within Gi // Regrouping of agents
6: end for
7: call CDEVS AGC (CDEV Si)
8: add AGCi E and AGCi R within Gi

9: return G
10: end function

Algorithm 3 ADEVS AGA transformation function
1: function ADEVS AGA (ADEVS: AtomicDEVS)
2: Create AGAj // Agent model corresponding to ADEV Sj

3: Create a mailbox Mb of size = ADEV Sj .Inports.Size
4: Create a sending box Sb of size = ADEV Sj .Outports.Size
5: if an external event appeared in port: ADEV Sj .Inports then
6: Run AGAj .Pa // corresponding to ADEV Sj .δextC
7: end if
8: if the life time ta of state S elapsed then
9: Run AGAj .Fa // corresponding to ADEV Sj .δin
10: Run AGAj .Infla // corresponding to ADEV Sj .λ
11: end if
12: return AGA
13: end function

Algorithm 4 CDEVS AGC transformation function
1: function CDEVS AGC (CDEVS: CoupledDEVS)
2: Create AGCi R // Receiver agent for CDEV Si.Inports
3: Create a mailbox Mb of size = CDEV Si.Inports.Size
4: Create a sending box Sb of size = CDEV Si.EIC.Size
5: if an external event appeared in port CDEV Si.Inports then
6: Run AGCi R.Pa

7: end if
8: if the mailbox Mb is not empty then
9: Run AGCi R.Fa

10: end if
11: if the sending box is not empty then
12: Run AGCi R.Infla
13: end if
14: Create AGCi E // emitter agent for CDEV Si.Outports
15: Create a mailbox Mb of size = CDEV Si.EOC.Size
16: Create a sending box Sb of size = CDEV Si.Outports.Size
17: if an external event appeared in port:CDEV Si.Outports

then
18: Run AGCi E.Pa

19: end if
20: if the mailbox Mb is not empty then
21: Run AGCi E.Fa

22: end if
23: if the sending box is not empty then
24: RunAGCi E.Infla
25: end if
26: return AGC
27: end function

The ADEVS AGA (ADEVS) function: grants to create
agents (AGAj) that represent the atomic DEVS models
ADEV Sj models (see Algorithm 3, line 2). Thus,
both receptors and effectors of each agent correspond
respectively to input events (ADEV Sj .Xi) and output

events (ADEV Sj .Yi) (see Algorithm 3, lines 3 and
4). The agent’s internal state represents the state of
the atomic model ADEV Sj .S. The agent’s behaviour
function AGAj .Fa corresponds to internal transition
function ADEV Sj .σint (see Algorithm 3, lines 5 and
6). The function of perception of the agent AGAj .Pa
represents the external transition function ADEV Sj .σext.
the function of action of the agent represents the output
function ADEV Sj .λ. The time advance mechanism on the
behaviour of an agent corresponds to time advance function
ADEV Sj .ta.

Algorithm 5 CDEVS EIC transformation procedure

1: procedure CDEVS EIC(CDEVS: CoupledDEVS)
2: for m = 1 until the number of CDEV Si.Inports do
3: for j = 1 until the number of internal models M do
4: for k = 1 until the number of Mj .Inports do
5: if CDEV Si.Mj = ADEV Sj then
6: if CDEV Si.Xm = ADEV Sj .Xk then
7: Define the set of messages between

Gi.AGCi R and Gi.AGAj

8: end if
9: end if
10: if (CDEV Si.Mj = CDEV Sj) then
11: if (CDEV Si.Xm = CDEV Sj .Xk) then
12: Define the set of messages between

Gi.AGCi R and Gj .AGCj R
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: end for
18: end procedure

Algorithm 6 CDEVS IC transformation procedure

1: procedure CDEVS IC( CDEVS: CoupledDEVS)
2: for j = 1 until the number of internal models M do
3: for k = 1 until the number of internal models M do
4: if j ̸= k then
5: for n = 1 until the number of Mj .Outports do
6: for m = 1 until the number of Mk.Inports do
7: if (CDEV Si.Mj = CDEV Sj) and

(CDEV Si.Mk = CDEV Sk) then
8: if (CDEV Sj .Yn = CDEV Sk.Xm) then
9: Define the set of messages between

Gj .AGCj E and Gk.AGCk R
10: end if
11: end if
12: if ((CDEV Si.Mj = ADEV Sj) and

(CDEV Si.Mk = ADEV Sk) then
13: if ((ADEV Sj .Yn = ADEV Sk.Xm) then
14: Define the set of messages between

Gi.AGAj and Gi.AGAk

15: end if
16: end if
17: if ((CDEV Si.Mj = ADEV Sj) and

(CDEV Si.Mk = CDEV Sk) then
18: if ((ADEV Sj .Yn = CDEV Sk.Xm) then
19: Define the set of messages between

Gi.AGAj and Gk.AGCk R
20: end if
21: end if
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22: if ((CDEV Si.Mj = CDEV Sj) and
(CDEV Si.Mk = ADEV Sk) then

23: if ((ADEV Sj .Yn = ADEV Sk.Xm) then
24: Define the set of messages between

Gj.AGCj E and Gi.AGAk

25: end if
26: end if
27: end for
28: end for
29: end if
30: end for
31: end for
32: end procedure

The CDEVS AGC (CDEV Sj) function: two coordinators
agents AGC, namely the receiver coordinator agent
(AGCi R), and the transmitter coordinator agent
(AGCi E), are created by this function, for each coupled
model CDEVSi (see Algorithm 4, line 14).

The procedure CDEVS EIC: define the various
interconnections between the AGAj agent and AGCi R
agent and AGCi R and AGCj R.

The procedure CDEVS IC: defines the various
interconnections between the AGCj E and AGCk R,
AGAj and AGAk, AGAj and AGCk R, AGCj E and
AGAk (see Algorithm 6, lines 9, 14, 19 and 24).

The procedure CDEV S EOC: defines the various
interconnections between the AGAj agent and AGCi E,
AGCj E and AGCi E (see Algorithm 7, lines 6 and 11).

Algorithm 7 CDEVS EOC transformation procedure
1: Procedure CDEVS EOC (CDEVS: CoupledDEVS))
2: for j = 1 until the number of internal models M do
3: for p = 1 until the number of Mj.Outports do
4: for q = 1 until the number of CDEV Si.Outports do
5: if CDEV Si.Mj = ADEV Sj then
6: if ADEV Sj .Y m = CDEV Si.Y q then
7: Define the set of messages between Gi.AGAj

and Gi.AGCi E
8: end if
9: end if
10: if (CDEV Si.Mj = CDEV Sj) then
11: if (CDEV Sj .Y m = CDEV Si.Y q) then
12: Define the set of messages between

Gj.AGCj E and Gi.AGCi E
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: end for
18: end procedure

5 Case study

In order to validate our approach, we chose to work
on industrial control processes used in the petroleum
complex SONATRACH1 and in particular the liquefied
natural gas (LNG) unit located in Skikda in the East of
Algeria, which has been the subject of previous studies
(Seddari and Redjimi, 2013; Seddari et al., 2013). The

LNG unit is made up of the following: feed gas metering
and compression, BASF CO2 removal, fractionation of
ethane, propane, butane and natural gasoline recovery,
dehydration/mercury removal, APCI-liquefaction process
and water suply process.

5.1 The water supply section

The supply water is the major component of the natural gas
liquefaction process. It provides appropriate quantities of
water as requested by a boiler which generates the steam as
required for other industrial processes (turbo-compressors,
turbines, etc.).

This system is illustrated in Figure 3, and composed by:

• the water tank (D118)

• the condenser (E212).

The exchanges of water supply in water station are
performed between two circuits, namely: the compression
circuit, and the supply circuit.

• Compression circuit: The extracted water will feed
the heaters while passing by the LV6504B towards
the degasser. This valve is controlled by the LIC6501.
The level of water in the condenser (E212) is
regulated to 65% by a loop of regulation LIC6501.

• Supply circuit: The LV6504C and LV6504A are
controlled by the LIC6504 in order to maintain a
constant level in the feed water tank (D118). The
extraction water is then conducted towards the
controller E151, and then goes to feed the water tank.
The level of water in the tank (D118) is regulated to
65% by a loop of regulation LIC6504.

5.2 DEVS model of the system

To model our system, we have used primarily the DEVS
formalism; therefore, we have split up our process into two
coupled models, namely, the supply coupled model and
the compression coupled model. Each coupled model is
composed of a set of atomic models.

• The supply coupled model: The decomposition of the
supply coupled model to ensure the operation of
water supply:

a The model (LIC6504): Shows the regulator
(LIC6504), its role consists of regulating the
tank. LIC6504 sends the orders of opening and
closing (o fw) towards the LV6504A valve until
the measured level is equal at the desired level
(65%).

b The model (D118): Shows the tank (D118), its
role consists of checking the level of water (t l)
in the tank.
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Figure 3 Water supply section (see online version for colours)

 

Source: Seddari et al. (2017)

Figure 4 Formal specification of the compression group (see online version for colours)
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c The model (LV6504A): Shows the valve
(LV6504A), this valve controls water flow
(c w f) entering into the condenser.

• The compression coupled model: Decomposition of
the compression coupled model in a set of atomic
DEVS models to carry out the compression operation
of water.

a The model (LIC6501): Shows the regulator
(LIC6501). Its role consists of regulating the
condenser. The regulator (LIC6501) sends the
orders of opening and closing system (o cn)
towards the LV6504B valve until this measured
level is equal to the desired level (65%).

b The model (E212): Shows the condenser (E212).
Its role consists of checking the variation of
water level (c l) in the condenser.

v The model (LV6504B): Shows the valve
(LV6504B). Its role is to control the water flow
(t w f) coming out towards the tank.

Figure 4 presents the formal specification of the
compression group according to equations shown in our
proposal.

6 Proposed system

The proposed system is characterised by a multi-layer
structure whose modularity is a principle to be respected in
all development phases. This aspect is a natural need in the
case of multi-modelling platforms. Thus, the integration of
any formalism must be a systematic task. In Figure 5 we
illustrate the overall architecture of the proposed system.

Figure 5 Multi-layer architecture of the proposed system
(see online version for colours)

• The MADKIT layer: It includes the set of Java class
packages that implement a core of agents. Several
message and query libraries, as well as graphical
development environment management tools and
standard agent templates are included in this layer.

The latter, comes with a set of tools which may be
used to help the development of multi-agent
applications.

• The XML file layer: Our system stores its models
under XML file form for possible reuse and even to
ensure portability to the MADKIT platform. Direct
manipulation is provided by classes of the Java
Document Object Model (JDOM) library. The latter is
a Java API that allows the manipulation of XML
files. JDOM uses a set of classes rather than
interfaces. Thus, the creation of a new element is the
instantiation of a class. JDOM thus facilitates the
manipulation of XML documents: reading a
document, representation in the form of a tree
structure, manipulation of this tree, the definition of a
new document, export to several target formats. The
parser defined via JAXP by default is used by JDOM.
JDOM allows you to export an object tree from an
XML document into a stream, a DOM tree or a set of
SAX events.

• The formalism layer: It includes all the classes
containing the rules and constraints of the formalism
that the modeler must use to create his model through
a user-friendly interface HMI developed by sawing
objects. The formalism classes are equipped with
plugins (schematised by two-way arrows in Figure 6)
so that they can interact with JDOM, and therefore,
with XML files.

• Java packages: Our system includes a set of libraries.
A subset of libraries is imported such as JDOM and
Swing. Other libraries are application-specific such as
the formalism integrator, represented by a set of
classes that ensures the operation of the formalism to
be added to the application. The Swing package
provides the graphic functionalities.

• The Java run time machine: This is the layer where
Java programs are executed and managed. This layer
guarantees the implementation independence of
operating systems. Therefore any Java program will
be able to run on any machine with any operating
system.

For the proposed system, the models are saved in XML
format, and are generated using DEVSModSim tool we
developed and integrated (see Figures 6 and 7).

In the control part, we distinguish two lists to visualise
the atomic and coupled DEVS models. They allow, for both
models, editing and initialising (Figures 6 and 7).

The generated XML files will be exploited and
simulated by MADKIT. Figures 8 and 9 present an
overview of source code of the LV6504A model and the
compression group.

DEVS models saved in XML format have a certain
structure. Note that a file can contain several models
whether they are related or independent of each other.
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Figure 6 Interface for editing an atomic model (see online version for colours)

Figure 7 Interface for displaying and editing a coupled DEVS model (see online version for colours)
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Figure 8 Overview of the LV6504A source code (see online version for colours)

Figure 9 Overview of the compression group source code (see online version for colours)

7 Conclusions

The work presented in this paper is a contribution to
the M&S of DEDS. Firstly, our contribution consisted
of simulating, in a methodological way, complex systems
combining a formal model with an agent-based model that
can be used in MADKIT platform. This platform contains
a multi-formalism tool SEdit, that supports the graphical
representation of different formalism and their simulations.
However, the latter tool does not allow simulating of DEVS
models. For this purpose, we proposed a simulation system
characterised by a multilayer architecture whose modularity
is principle and respected in all development phases. Thus,
the integration of DEVS formalism can be a systematic
task. Secondly, our method is significant: by formalisation
of AGR model using DEVS equations on one hand, and
defining a set of rules that systematically allows for a

passage between them on the other hand; at this stage,
we proceeded by conducting a formal specification of the
proposed approach. Then, we opted for a transformation
algorithmic tool to establish correspondence between DEVS
and AGR. This correspondence preserves the properties
between atomic and coupled models on one side, and
agent and group concepts on other side. It also conserves
other aspects like consistency, completeness, functional
and safety requirements. Moreover, a practical example
including the industrial control system of gas liquefaction
process (water supply section) is presented and simulated
by our approach. Finally, we guarantee a good performance
of the proposed system which enriches multi-agent platform
and involves adding additional formalism to pre-existing
formalism.
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